BETTER INSIGHTS FOR
BETTER OUTCOMES
CUSTOM-BUILT STUDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
FOR PUPIL REFERRAL UNITS, ALTERNATIVE PROVISION
AND SPECIAL SCHOOLS

CHOOSE THE DATA THAT
MAKES SENSE FOR YOUR SETTING
No two schools are the same - and that’s especially true of specialist education
settings where the spectrum of needs is far greater than those found in
mainstream settings.
That’s why we created IRIS Adapt: the only fully customisable information
management system for Pupil Referral Units, alternative provision settings and
special schools.
We give you quicker, easier access to important and relevant pupil insights that
make sense for your setting. This allows you to better manage pupils’ specific
needs, improve staff-student relationships, and improve pupil outcomes.
IRIS Adapt gives you the time to focus on what matters most.

‘‘

“Using IRIS Adapt gives us more time to focus on what the data is showing us,
rather than spending time collating and processing the data manually. Our
staff report much better time management and safeguarding is significantly
improved as under-reporting of incidents is much reduced.” Bridgelea PRU

‘‘
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO LEARN
ABOUT YOUR PUPILS?
When you choose IRIS Adapt - we can include any type of data capture, but the following types
of data are those commonly requested.

BEHAVIOUR

ACCIDENTS

Log and analyse behaviour,
RPI, triggers, antecedents
and more, quickly and
easily via input screens
fully customised to your
needs.

Log accidents and injuries
to both pupils and staff
via fully featured accident
forms. Identify accident
location and time hotspots
quickly and easily.

INTERVENTIONS

MAR

Monitor the use of physical
and other interventions.
Track the effectiveness of
de-escalation and calming
strategies.

If you routinely administer
medication to pupils,
we can include a fully
featured pupil medication
management system.

SAFEGUARDING

ATTENDANCE

COMMS LOG

Include a secure, restricted
access safeguarding log.
Have all your pupil data
in one comprehensive
timeline.

IRIS Adapt includes an
attendance register
feature for those small
independents and
Alternative Provision who
do not need a full MIS
system such as SIMS.

Record all significant
pupil communication,
with parents, other
professionals or agencies,
quickly and easily.
Instantly view all previous
communication for a pupil.

WHAT ELSE?
Whatever you need! Notes on pupil meetings, Behaviour
Management Plans, Health Care Plans, Positive Handling Plans
... all fully customised to your needs.
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WHY DO PRUS, ALTERNATIVE
PROVISION SETTINGS AND
SPECIAL SCHOOLS CHOOSE US?
DESIGNED FROM SCRATCH
FOR YOUR NEEDS

STRESS-FREE BEHAVIOUR
MANAGEMENT PLANNING

We don’t give you a system and
tell you what you can and can’t do
with it. We work closely with every
school and setting to build flexible
systems from scratch to suit
your specific needs. Anything is
possible - just tell us and we’ll build
it for you.

Fast, easy sorting and searching
of all data. We use multiple levels
of secure access for all necessary
stakeholders, making it easy to
record, edit, review and protect
important information and
behaviour management plans.

We’ll build an adaptable system
that aligns to the changing needs
of your students and staff, and
thanks to our innovative design,
the set-up process is quicker
and more cost effective than
you think.

We want you to spend less time
with data and planning and have
more time with the students
themselves. Building positive
student relationships is key to
success.

VIRTUALLY NO TRAINING REQUIRED - IT REALLY IS SIMPLE
Our fuss-free, easy-to-use interface means it takes no time to get staff on
board. Designed to be as intuitive as possible, It Really Is Simple - if you can
point and click with a mouse you can find what you need with IRIS Adapt.
When you’re in your IRIS Adapt system, everything you need to do/see/find
can be done in one screen/window so you don’t have the hassle of opening
multiple windows to track down data and make sense of things.

‘‘

“We have a rich data source around our children’s behaviour. This helps us
immensely when we are developing strategies to address a child’s behaviour.
Also, the data can now readily be shared with other professionals.”
Oakdale School
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‘‘

Switch views of your data in a matter of simple clicks to enable
lightning fast insight

Reduce narrative forms of reporting to allow for faster inputting and
extracting of important information
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PUTTING PUPIL REFERRAL UNITS,
ALTERNATIVE PROVISION AND SPECIAL
SCHOOLS FIRST
IRIS Adapt was specifically created for non-mainstream settings. We allow you to
fully customise a very simple-to-use data system to suit your needs - and when
those needs change, we make sure your system changes with you.

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE
With IRIS Adapt, customising does not simply mean adding
your own options to set menus. Each data capture form on
the system is fully customised in terms of layout, content and
terminology; we literally start with a blank sheet of paper for you!

SECURE
IRIS Adapt offers all
the security features
necessary for the safe
processing of confidential pupil data
- from encrypted connections to
user access control and more…

ALERTS AND
NOTIFICATIONS
IRIS Adapt is not
just a passive
database. It has the ability to
respond to a host of events and
conditions on the system.

WORKFLOW
ASSISTANCE

DATA ALL IN
ONE PLACE

IN-DEPTH
ANALYSIS

As well as keeping
users informed, IRIS
Adapt has a number
of features designed
to facilitate effective
workflow for busy
teachers.

Most other systems
aimed at schools are
built to do a specific
job. IRIS Adapt is not
only the Swiss Army
Knife of pupil data
management but in
many cases does the
job better than the
dedicated system.

IRIS Adapt’s builtin point and click
analysis tools allow
school leaders to
interrogate their data
in depth. Start with an
overview of the whole
school then drill right
down to track a single
behaviour for a single
pupil.
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WHY DID WE CREATE IRIS ADAPT?

‘‘

“We wanted to create something that was specifically designed for those settings where
the spectrum of needs was far greater than those presented in mainstream settings.
We knew that with the right set-up, it would reduce stress on staff, improve staff-pupil
relationships, and ultimately improve pupil outcomes. That last bit was key for us.”
“After I showed Iris Adapt to my headteacher friends working in PRUs, AP settings and
special schools, they immediately wanted it in their settings too”

‘‘

Ed Whittaker, co-founder, IRIS Adapt

Stop wishing you had a system that just did ‘X’... We bring your wishlist
to life. Whatever your values, vision and Key Performance Indicators
for your setting - we’re ready to support you.

Find out what IRIS Adapt
could look like in your setting
with a no-obligation chat with
our team.
If you’d like, we can also arrange
a demo of IRIS Adapt to show
you the types of features
we’ve included for other PRUs,
alternative provision and
special schools.

0161 713 0402
info@sds.ac
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www.irisadapt.com
Schools Data Services Ltd
Stockport Business and Innovation Centre
3rd Floor Broadstone Mill
Stockport, Cheshire, SK5 7DL
Phone: 0161 713 0402
Email: info@sds.ac
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